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5 Things You Should Know Before Having Best Bali 
Waterfall Tours

Bali Island don’t only offer the beautiful beaches in southern, but this God Island still keep many more other 
nature destinations such as waterfalls.

Generally, waterfall points there are many in highland area. Bali has some of them especially the north of island. 
This destination is truly worth for you who want to have much funs in nature.

Recently, most of tourist in Bali prefers waterfall into their itinerary list than the beaches. Caused it is certainly 
calmer. Refresh the mind and disappear your fatigue by relaxing in oasis of nature. It is good way to escape 
yourself from boring daily routines for a while.  

There are many wonderful waterfalls that you can visit in this island, all straggles around highland of the island. 
However, before having the Best Waterfall Tours in Bali, you should read to know the following the things!

1.

Hidden and Untouched Point



hidden waterfall tour bali

Most of the waterfalls in Bali is located at upland of North Bali. One of the most famous village that 
provide it namely Sambangan Village or better known as Bali Secret Garden Village.
This is in hidden village in Untouched North End Island exactly at Sukasada District, Buleleng Regency. 
It is approximately about 6 km from Singaraja City, and side by side of Ambengan Village.
In addition, it is also surrounded by fascinating rice field, plantations, and forests. No wonder this is 
frequently called “Secret Garden”.

2.

Many of Choices



Bali Nature and Experience Tour

Secret Village don’t only has one waterfall but 7 waterfalls points namely: Dedari Waterfall, Canging 
Waterfall, Cemara Waterfall, Pucuk Waterfall, Kembar Waterfall, Aling-aling Waterfall, and Kroya 
Waterfall.
All take places close to together and every waterfalls have own uniqueness and charm. In case you want 
to get fun activities, Aling-aling and Kroya Waterfall are good selections.
Aling Waterfall provides thrilling spot of waterfall cliff jumping. Kroya Waterfall offers piquant natural 
slides, where it’s more fun than artificial slide in waterpark.

3.

Exciting Trek
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bali waterfall trekking

However, before going to there. Make sure you know that on arrival at parking area don’t mean its 
waterfall view looks.
Few of waterfalls in Sambangan Village require you to have a trek to see it. This trek start from parking 
area or entrance ticket.
The plantation and rice field is the distinctive charm that you may see along the trek. Soothing 
atmosphere and tunable birdsong will always accompany you. This trek to reach the waterfall is 
tremendously exciting.

4.

Full of Amazing



Secret Waterfall Bali

After passing the track, it’s time to get what you look for, namely scenery of waterfall. The sound of 
water flow sounds clearly from the far.
When approaching to there, the sight will be spoiled by the magnificence of its phenomena. The flow 
seems awesome falling down between the fascinating rock cliffs.
The clear water really lure you to touch the coldness immediately. Furthermore, don’t forget to always 
hold camera and take many all beauty in there.

5.

Fun Activities



Kroya Waterfall Bali

Before going back, should try a few activities in there. Swimming or just soak in nature pool is 
tremendously perfect to fade the fatigue and refresh the mind.
In case want more excitements, it’s time to try natural slide (Kroya Waterfall) or Cliff Jumping (Aling-
Aling Waterfall). It’s very fun and will entice to try more!!

How? Are you ready to have the Best tour in Secret Waterfall Bali Ubud or North Bali?
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